The story of Mopar® began nearly 80 years ago with a focus on motor parts and the introduction of a simple can of antifreeze. Through the decades, we have grown into so much more. Today, as the official service, parts and customer care provider for FCA brand vehicles, we walk alongside you as your partner in the vehicle ownership experience. That’s why we offer authentic parts and accessories designed by the same engineers that created your vehicle to make it truly yours. It’s why our teams are composed of expert retailer technicians who know your make and model best, armed with leading-edge diagnostic technology so we can also can handle. And it’s why we’ve created unique services like Express Lane Service and Mopar Vehicle Protection plans to offer convenience and peace of mind. In short, we are not only here to service cars, trucks, vans and SUVs — we are here to service people. That fuels who we are, it fuels our passion to you that you can count on Mopar for life.

Properly secure all cargo.
Mopar® offers a variety of decal graphics to personalize your Renegade and express your individuality. These graphics are designed and tested specifically for your vehicle and made of fade- and weather-resistant 3M™ vinyl, including a layer of laminate to protect the graphic and your vehicle. A collection of designs are available for the hood and bodyside.

A. WHITE SNOWBOARDING HOOD AND BODYSIDE GRAPHICS (also shown on previous page) [82214822AB]
B. BLACK BRUSHED HOOD AND BODYSIDE GRAPHICS [82214824]
C. TREADMARK HOOD AND BODYSIDE GRAPHICS [82214839]
D. BLACK BMX HOOD AND BODYSIDE GRAPHICS [82214823AB]
E. BLACK HOOD GRAPHIC (also shown at left) [82214817]

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.
ROOF TOP CARGO BOX. Increase the storage capacity of your vehicle to keep up with your active lifestyle. Carrier mounts to the Sport Utility Bars or Removable Roof Rack Kit and is available in two sizes.

ROOF-MOUNT SKI AND SNOWBOARD CARRIER. This carrier conveniently holds up to six pairs of skis, four snowboards or a combination of the two. Carrier opens from either side and features corrosion-resistant lock covers. Carrier mounts to the standard Sport Utility Bars or Removable Roof Rack Kit.

ROOF-MOUNT BIKE CARRIER. Both the Fork-Mount and Upright bike carriers allow you to easily mount your bike to your vehicle's standard equipment crossbar or the Mopar® Removable Roof Rack Kit. The Fork-Mount style carries one bike securely by the front fork and rear wheel. The Upright style carries one bike locked by the frame with both wheels secured. Carrying clamps feature extra-large rubber inserts to help protect bike surfaces.

SPORT UTILITY BARS. These premium, aerodynamic load bars attach to your vehicle's side rails and provide an additional level of cargo-carrying performance.

ROOF TOP CARGO BASKET. Basket adds valuable storage space, provides easy accessibility to all your gear and mounts to the Sport Utility Bars or Removable Roof Rack Kit.

CARGO BASKET NET securely holds cargo.

ROOF-MOUNT CANOE CARRIER. This fully adjustable carrier with locking quick-release hooks holds one canoe and mounts to the Sport Utility Bars.

ROOF-MOUNT KAYAK CARRIER. Integrated rubber pads and felt-lined saddles keep your kayak secure, helping to prevent damage on the way to open waters.

ROOF TOP CARGO BAG. This heavy-duty, weatherproof nylon carrier secures to the Sport Utility Bars with four adjustable, strong tie-down straps. Carrier is easy to mount, easy to remove and available in two sizes.

ROOF-MOUNT SURF AND PADDLE BOARD CARRIER. Carrier featuring universal roof rack compatibility lets you catch the waves, no matter your ride. Accommodates up to two surf or paddle boards, and features built-in board protection with weather-resistant padding.

HITCH-MOUNT BIKE CARRIER. Hitch-Mount Bike Carrier suits your Park-Mount or Hitch-Mount style carriers on the back of your vehicle. Carrier operates from either side and features corrosion-resistant steel frame. Carrier mounts to the universal Sport Utility Bars or Removable Roof Rack Kit.

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.
MOULDED CARGO TRAY. This moulded, custom-fit cargo tray helps protect your vehicle’s cargo area carpeting from spills, dirt, grime and grit. and removes easily for cleaning. [32214195]

CARGO TOTE. This portable, collapsible tote helps organize your on-the-go gear. It features a removable camp blanket, a seal-resistant bottom to keep it firmly in place, snap-in windows to reduce storage and the Jeep® Brand logo. [32218096]

KATZKIN® LEATHER INTERIORS. Mopar® has partnered with Katzkin® to create unique leather interior options. Katzkin® offers a line of custom tailored interiors that are handcrafted and professionally designed for all Jeep® Brand vehicles. Choose from a variety of options to match your style for your car, truck or SUV. [32210538AB]

ENVELOPE CARGO NET. Black nylon net fastens to tie-down loops in your vehicle’s cargo area to help keep gear in place while maintaining convenient access to the rest of the cargo area. Easy to install and remove. [32213588]

PREMIUM CARGO CARPET MAT. This premium, substantial cargo mat helps protect your vehicle’s carpeting. The mat is custom-contoured for a precise fit and is constructed with a superior-gripping backing to help keep it firmly in place. It also features a Jeep® Brand logo and is available in Black, Red, Brown. [32213463 — Black | 32213462 — Browns]

TENT KIT. Experience the great outdoors in comfort. This 3 m x 3 m (10’ x 10’) recreation tent attaches to the rear of your vehicle, providing extra space and storage when the liftgate is open. Should you need to drive away from the campsite, the tent stands alone when detached from the vehicle. Tent is available with or without a 2.1 m x 1.8 m (7’ x 6’) awning, and comes with a carrying case for easy storage. [32209878]

ADDING MORE PROTECTION

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

Properly secure all cargo.

Vehicle shown with Rock Rails, Black Brushed Hood and Bodyside Graphics.
OUTFITTED FOR ACTION

Stainless steel pedals add plenty of bold brightwork to your footwell. Rubber on pedals provide contrast to the performance look, as well as plenty of positive traction after drilling required.

- MANUAL BRIGHT PEDAL KIT. [82214268]
- AUTOMATIC BRIGHT PEDAL KIT. [82214995]

JEEP AUTHENTIC ACCESSORIES EMBLEM. Let everyone know that your accessories are the real deal. Mopar metal appliqué has a Black background and Silver lettering. [82211201]

TRANSPARENT STONE CHIP PROTECTION FILM. Protect your vehicle's paint from both our paint protection films. Kits are precisely pre-cut to fit the contours of your vehicle, will help protect it from bugs, dirt, scratches, etc., and will not cause any damage to your OEM paint if removed years later. Retailer installation required. [82214350]

TRANSPARENT STONE CHIP PROTECTION FILM. Protect your vehicle's paint from both our paint protection films. Kits are precisely pre-cut to fit the contours of your vehicle, will help protect it from bugs, dirt, scratches, etc., and will not cause any damage to your OEM paint if removed years later. Retailer installation required. [82214350]

STAINLESS STEEL PEDAL COVERS. Stainless steel pedal covers add plenty of bold brightwork to your footwell. Rubber on pedals provide contrast to the performance look, as well as plenty of positive traction. No drilling required. [82214268]

DELUXE MOULDED SPLASH GUARDS. These moulded splash guards are moulded to the contours of your vehicle for a perfect fit. Rear guards feature the Jeep® Brand logo and are sold as a set of two. [82214127 — Front | 82214128 — Rear]

FRONT END COVER. This cover helps protect your front end against bugs, dirt and other road debris. Designed to securely fit the contours of the front end, and includes a licence plate opening. Trailhawk® model features tow hook openings (shown). [82214227]

ALL-WEATHER MATS. These moulded, custom-fit mats feature deep grooves to trap and hold water, snow and mud, protecting your vehicle's carpet from the elements. The mats, in most driving inclement weather, are sold as a set of four. [82214194AB]

DELUXE MOULDED SPLASH GUARDS. These moulded splash guards are moulded to the contours of your vehicle for a perfect fit. Rear guards feature the Jeep® Brand logo and are sold as a set of two. [82214127 — Front | 82214128 — Rear]

FRONT END COVER. This cover helps protect your front end against bugs, dirt and other road debris. Designed to securely fit the contours of the front end, and includes a licence plate opening. Trailhawk® model features tow hook openings (shown). [82214227]

WARNING STENCIL CAPS. These Black decorative caps give your wheels an authentic look. It's a small touch that offers large style cues, with the Jeep® Brand logo prominently displayed on the top. Sold as a set of four. [82214324 — Black | 82214323 — Brown]

FRONT END COVER. This cover helps protect your front end against bugs, dirt and other road debris. Designed to securely fit the contours of the front end, and includes a licence plate opening. Trailhawk® model features tow hook openings (shown). [82214227]

MOPAR CENTRE CAPS. Show off your Renegade in authentic style. These shiny Chrome caps add a distinctive touch to your wheels and feature the Mopar® Brand logo. [82212508]

PREMIUM CARPET FLOOR MATS. These premium, substantial carpet mats, both durable and stylish, protect your vehicle's carpeting and match its interior for a strong, integrated appearance. The mats are custom-contoured for a precise fit, constructed with a superior-gripping and granulated backing to help keep them in place, and are easily removed for cleaning. Mats are sold as a set of four, and front mats feature the Jeep®, Brand logo. [82214184 — Black | 82214183 — Brown]

PREMIUM CARPET FLOOR MATS. These premium, substantial carpet mats, both durable and stylish, protect your vehicle's carpeting and match its interior for a strong, integrated appearance. The mats are custom-contoured for a precise fit, constructed with a superior-gripping and granulated backing to help keep them in place, and are easily removed for cleaning. Mats are sold as a set of four, and front mats feature the Jeep®, Brand logo. [82214184 — Black | 82214183 — Brown]

PREMIUM CARPET FLOOR MATS. These premium, substantial carpet mats, both durable and stylish, protect your vehicle's carpeting and match its interior for a strong, integrated appearance. The mats are custom-contoured for a precise fit, constructed with a superior-gripping and granulated backing to help keep them in place, and are easily removed for cleaning. Mats are sold as a set of four, and front mats feature the Jeep®, Brand logo. [82214184 — Black | 82214183 — Brown]

PREMIUM CARPET FLOOR MATS. These premium, substantial carpet mats, both durable and stylish, protect your vehicle's carpeting and match its interior for a strong, integrated appearance. The mats are custom-contoured for a precise fit, constructed with a superior-gripping and granulated backing to help keep them in place, and are easily removed for cleaning. Mats are sold as a set of four, and front mats feature the Jeep®, Brand logo. [82214184 — Black | 82214183 — Brown]

PREMIUM CARPET FLOOR MATS. These premium, substantial carpet mats, both durable and stylish, protect your vehicle's carpeting and match its interior for a strong, integrated appearance. The mats are custom-contoured for a precise fit, constructed with a superior-gripping and granulated backing to help keep them in place, and are easily removed for cleaning. Mats are sold as a set of four, and front mats feature the Jeep®, Brand logo. [82214184 — Black | 82214183 — Brown]

PREMIUM CARPET FLOOR MATS. These premium, substantial carpet mats, both durable and stylish, protect your vehicle's carpeting and match its interior for a strong, integrated appearance. The mats are custom-contoured for a precise fit, constructed with a superior-gripping and granulated backing to help keep them in place, and are easily removed for cleaning. Mats are sold as a set of four, and front mats feature the Jeep®, Brand logo. [82214184 — Black | 82214183 — Brown]

PREMIUM CARPET FLOOR MATS. These premium, substantial carpet mats, both durable and stylish, protect your vehicle's carpeting and match its interior for a strong, integrated appearance. The mats are custom-contoured for a precise fit, constructed with a superior-gripping and granulated backing to help keep them in place, and are easily removed for cleaning. Mats are sold as a set of four, and front mats feature the Jeep®, Brand logo. [82214184 — Black | 82214183 — Brown]

PREMIUM CARPET FLOOR MATS. These premium, substantial carpet mats, both durable and stylish, protect your vehicle's carpeting and match its interior for a strong, integrated appearance. The mats are custom-contoured for a precise fit, constructed with a superior-gripping and granulated backing to help keep them in place, and are easily removed for cleaning. Mats are sold as a set of four, and front mats feature the Jeep®, Brand logo. [82214184 — Black | 82214183 — Brown]
A. SIDE WINDOW AIR DEFLECTORS. Acrylic tinted Side Window Air Deflectors reduce wind noise, minimize interior heat while parked and allow windows to be open, even during inclement weather.

B. SPORT UTILITY BARS. These premium, aerodynamic load bars attach to your vehicle’s side rails and provide an exceptionally quiet ride and superior towing performance.

C. ROOF-MOUNT SURF AND PADDLE BOARD CARRIER. Carrier featuring universal roof rack compatibility lets you catch the waves, no matter your ride. Accommodates up to two surf or paddle boards, or a combination of the two, and features built-in board protection with cushioned, weather-resistant padding.\[82214056\]

D. HITCH RECEIVER. Receiver increases towing capacity to up to 877 kg (1,930 lb) with weight-distributing equipment. The Hitch Ball, Ball Mount and Wiring Harness are sold separately.

E. POLISHED. Carrier featuring universal roof rack compatibility lets you catch the waves, no matter your ride. Accommodates up to two surf or paddle boards, or a combination of the two, and features built-in board protection with cushioned, weather-resistant padding.\[82213251AB\]

F. BLACK.\[82213252AB\]

G. HITCH RECEIVER PLUG. The Hitch Receiver Plug helps protect your vehicle’s hitch opening from the elements. It includes a retention strap and features the Jeep® Brand logo.\[82208453AB\]

H. DOOR SILL GUARDS. Brushed stainless steel guards enhance the appearance of your vehicle while protecting all door sills from scratches. The front sills are laser-etched with the Jeep® Brand logo. Sold as a set of two.\[82214263AB\]

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

* Requires a 1-1/4” receiver. ** Check your vehicle for hitch type, load capacity and heavy-duty equipment required. Do not exceed stated tow capacity of the vehicle as equipped. Towing may require tires not supplied by Mopar.

TAKE MORE WITH YOU
TECHNOLOGY YOU CAN’T PASS UP

MOPAR® PHONE. To help simplify driving by letting you keep your eyes on the road and your hands on the wheel. Mopar® Phone is an in-vehicle, voice-activated communication system that allows you to talk on your Bluetooth®-compatible phone while driving. Call contacts in your phone’s address book** just by saying their name. [82214231AC]

TECHNOLOGY YOU CAN’T PASS UP

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES: Locking Gas Cap, Master Shield® Car-Care Products, Premium Vehicle Care Products.

ELECTRONIC VEHICLE TRACKING SYSTEM (EVTS). It’s a fact: time is of the essence when it comes to stolen vehicle recovery. The Mopar EVTS, powered by Guidepoint®, utilizes a nationwide GPS tracking system that not only works 24/7 to keep track of your vehicle, but also helps recover your vehicle in the event of theft. Optional upgrade plans include Emergency Service Dispatch, Parental Controls (Security Fence, Arrival/Departure Notification, Excessive Speed Notification), Trace Map of Past Location and more. Features such as setting speed and distance parameters, unlimited online tracking and full concierge service are also offered. [82213762AC]

BATTERY TENDER. Equipped with the latest technology, this compact charger is suitable for maintenance charging of car batteries. The display allows you to follow the six phases of charging and is fully automatic. [82213378]

WHEEL LOCK KIT. Designed to offer maximum protection against tire and wheel theft without affecting wheel balance, this kit includes four chrome-plated locking bolts and a special wrench key. [82214679AC]

BATTERY BLANKET. Blanket electrically warms the battery to help maintain battery life and prevent loss of starting power due to cold temperatures. 80-watt heater. [82300778]

WINTER WHEEL. This durable Black steel replacement wheel is a rugged and reliable alternative and is great for any off-road adventure. Available in 17-inch diameter. [68256382A]

CAT-BACK EXHAUST SYSTEM. This system features T304 stainless steel construction with mandrel-bent tubing, stainless band clamps and polished tips. This free-flow system helps to provide horsepower and torque gains, improved fuel efficiency and a deeper tone. [82214600]

SPARE TIRE KIT. Who needs a tow truck when you can be your own pit crew? This kit has all the right tools to help make installing a spare tire easy and convenient. [82214679AC]
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